INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper is to introduce a fuzzy set approach for the construction, analysis, and/or approximation of sets and images which may exhibit fractal characteristics. Of particular concern is the inverse problem of encoding a target set or image with a relatively small number of parameters. In this regard, our method incorporates, at least in part, the technique of iterated function systems (IFS) in its underlying structure. IFS is the name given by Barnsley and Demko [ I] (see also [2] ) to a system consisting of a set of contraction maps uli: X 4 X, i = 1, 2, . . . . N, and associated probabilities pi, i= 1, 2, . . . . N, I:=, pi = 1, where X denotes a compact metric space. For each set (it',} there exists a unique compact set .ZZ' c X, invariant under the "parallel action" u;!=, We = J&'. As well, for a given set of probabilities {pi] there exists a unique invariant measure p with support .d. (The geometric and measure theoretic aspects of such systems were, in fact, worked out earlier by J. Hutchinson [7] .) The method described in this paper, however, represents a significant departure from IFS, especially in the interpretation of the resulting images. The novelty of our approach may be summarized in terms of the following two key points:
( 1) The entire mathematical setting is provided by a subclass 9 *(X) of the class 9(X) of fuzzy sets on X [15] , i.e., 3(X)= (u: X+ [0, l] ): all images are considered as fuzzy sets. This leads to two possible interpretations:
(a) in image representation the value U(X) of a fuzzy set at a point s E .Y may be interpreted as the normalized grey level value associated with that point, (b) in pattern recognition, the value 0 d U(X) d 1 indicates the probability that the point x is in the foreground of an image.
(2) Associated with each map IV;. i= 1, 2, . . . . N, is a gre)' level map cp,: I + I, where I= [0, l] is the grey level domain. The collection of maps {\$I;, cp,} is used to define an operator T,,: 3*(X)-+9*(X), which is contractive with respect to a metric dX on 3 *(X). This metric is induced by the Hausdorff distance on the nonempty closed subsets of X. (The precise action of TX on a fuzzy set v~9*(X) is defined in terms of a suitable associative operation and will be discussed in the next section.) Starting with an (arbitrary) initial fuzzy set u,~s*(X), the sequence u,,E,Y*(X) produced by the iteration II,,+, = T,u,, converges in the d, metric to a unique and invariant fuzzy set u* E T*(X),
i.e., T,u* = u*.
The collection of contractive maps n,;(s), i= 1, 2, . . . . N, s E X, and associated grey level maps q,(f), t E [0, l] (the latter satisfying suitable conditions, to be given below) will be referred to as an iterated furz~, set sysrem, to be abbreviated as IFZS, and denoted compactly as {X, w, @}. The compact space X will be called the base space of the IFZS. The unique, invariant fuzzy set u*(x) is an attractor for the IFZS. Moreover, the support of u*(x) is a subset of the attractor d c I( of the underlying IFS defined by the {uaI} maps. The approximation of the target image is accomplished in procedure (2) outlined above: the fuzzy sets u,, represent grey level distributions on X, which converge to the grey level distribution u*.
Let us finally mention that the IFZS is a new tool for the inverse problem of fractal or image construction which. in our new setting, may be phrased as follows: Given a target fuzzy set (image) VEX*, find an IFZS ( X, w, @)-whose attractor u* E 9*(X) approximates v to sufficient accuracy in the d, metric. The inverse problem using the normal IFS has received much attention, with claims of significant data compression of images [3] . In the IFZS method, the introduction of the grey level maps (pi (which, we emphasize, need not be contractive, nor even continuous) yields greater flexibility in the generation of images. Our preliminary studies indicate that the IFZS affords a considerable simplification in the treatment of the inverse problem for black and white as well as colour images.
The layout of this paper is as follows. Section 2 provides the mathematical basis for the IFZS approach. After our motivation for considering fuzzy sets is outlined, the exact mathematical setting on 9*(X) is discussed, along with a definition of the d, metric (Section 2.1). Conditions on the grey level maps qpi are then derived (Section 2.2), followed by a discussion of associative operators on fuzzy sets (Section 2.3). The net result is the use of the supremum to construct the operator T.: 5*(X) -+9*(X) mentioned above. The contractivity of this operator is derived in Section 2.4, from which all the important properties of IFZS follow. In Section 3 are presented examples, some of which illustrate clearly the difference between IFS and IFZS, and demonstrate the generality of the latter. Section 4 provides a discussion of the parallelism of IFS and IFZS and where it stops, as well as some further statements about the use of the supremum as the associative operation.
THE ITERATED FUZZY SET SYSTEM (IFZS)

Preliminaries:
Images as Fuzzy Sets A black and white digitized image is a (finite) set P of points or pixels pii, usually in R2. Associated with each pixel pi, is a nonnegative grey level or brightness value, tii. In what follows, we assume a normalized measure for grey levels, i.e., 0 Q tii< 1 (0 = black: the background, 1 = white: the foreground). The function h: P + [0, l] defined by the grey level distribution of the image is called the image function [ 131. The digitized image is fully described by its image function /z. This is also the situation in the more theoretical case where grey levels are distributed continuously on the base space X. At this point, one can see that an image as described by an image function, is nothing but aji4zqq set [ 1.51 u: X-+ [0, 11, even though no probabilistic meaning is attached to the values U(X) at each point XE X.
It is usual to classify the pixels according to their grey levels in the following way: for each a E (0, 11, we consider the set {x E X: u(x) 2 a}, i.e., the set of all pixels whose grey levels exceed the threshold value a. In fuzzy set language, this set is called the a-level set of u, and denoted [u] In what follows, (X, d) will denote a compact metric space. 9(X) will denote the class of fuzzy sets on X, i.e., the class of all functions u: X+ [0, 11. Our attention is, in fact, restricted to a subclass Y*(X) c F(X):
namely, u E 5*(X) if and only if the following conditions are satisfied:
(1) UE9(X).
(2) u is uppersemicontinuous ( u.s.c.) on (X, d). 
.Y t . 4 .I' E E Then (X(X), It) is a compact metric space [6] . In particular, it contains the cc-level sets [u] ", O<cr < 1, of all u~p*(X).
At this point, a metric d,x (see [S]) on 9*(X) can be defined as ff, (4 v) = sup (~4CulU, Cvl",). vu, vEs*(x).
O<X<l
The metric space (9*(X), d,,) is complete. The metric d, has been used in many applications of fuzzy set theory [8, 9, 123. The IFS component of our IFZS will now be introduced. As in the usual IFS case [ 11, let there be given a set of N contraction maps We: X+ X so that for some s, 0~s~ 1,
s is called the contractivity factor. From [ 1, 2, 71, there exists a unique set SZ? E 3(X), the attractor of the IFS, which satisfies: ,=I
has an invariant set. In the literature, this property is sometimes referred to as the "parallel action" of the tci. As well,
Selection of the Grey Level Maps
For a general N-map IFS w = { )pi: X + X, i = 1, 2, . . . . N), it now remains to introduce and characterize the associated grey level maps @= {q,: [0, l] -+ [0, 11, i= 1, 2, . . . . N} to define the IFZS {X, w, a}. Since our objective is to construct an operator on the class of fuzzy sets 9*(X), one condition to be satisfied by the functions (pi is that they preserve uppersemicontinuity when composed with functions of 9*(X) (i.e., cpiau is U.S.C. for all II in 9*(X)). If the base space X is finite, no conditions need to be imposed on the cp,. For the infinite case, however, the (pi will have to satisfy two conditions, together referred to as the n.d.r.c. condition. Then u is u.s.c., but C, = [q~ 2 u]' is not closed, hence cp 0 u is not u.s.c., contradicting our hypothesis. Secondly, we show that cp must be nondecreasing: Suppose that t, < tz and cp(tl)>cp(tz). Let CI be such that cp(tz)<a<q(f,).
Then ~,EA,= [p, I] implies that fl< t, which, in turn, implies that t, E A, (since t, < t?). Hence, q$t2) > c1 which is a contradiction. Thus cp(t,) < q(tz).
Using the fact cp is nondecreasing, a similar kind of argument can be applied to show right continuity of rp: First suppose that cp is not right continuous at t, < 1, i.e., q(t,,) < cp(tl ). Then let c( be such that cp(to)<a<cp(t,f). Hence [,$A, and therefore A.= (to,l] which is a contradiction. This completes the proof of the lemma. A few remarks are necessary here. Properties 1 and 2 (n.d.r.c.), by Lemma 2.2.1 and Property 4, guarantee that the IFZS maps the class 9*(X) into itself. Property 3 is a natural assumption in the consideration of grey level functions: if the grey level of a point (pixel) x E X is zero, then it should remain zero after being acted upon by the (pi maps.
It should be mentioned that in some practical treatments of the inverse problem, success has already been achieved by employing more general sets of grey level functions cp,: for example, "place-dependent" grey level maps cpi: [0, 1] -+ [0, 11. However, this will be the subject of future work. The analysis described here is concerned only with those functions 'pi satisfying the four properties mentioned above.
Associative Operators on FUZZJ-Sets
This section is devoted to the introduction of a general class of operators mapping Y(X) into itself, followed by a special class of operators which map the subclass 9*(X) into itself. The net result is the construction of an operator T, which is contractive on the compact metric space (9*(X), d,) introduced in Section 2.1. The existence of a unique and attractive "fixed point" fuzzy set/grey level distribution u E 9*(X) will then be guaranteed.
Conforming to the extension principle for fuzzy sets [ 16, 1 l] and comforted by the same arguments that will justify our final choice for the operator T: F*(X) -+ 9*(X) (see Eq. (22)). we define for each u E 9(X and each subset B of X, 
In other words, the function U, operates on the modified grey levels of all possible pre-images of x under the IFS maps IV;, the grey levels having been transformed by the appropriate 'pi maps. It appears totally natural to assume U ,%, symmetric in its arguments, i.e., U,(v,,, vi:, .'., Vi,J = U,(v, 1 v2, .", v:,),
for every permutation {iL, i,, . . . . iN) of (1, 2, . . . . N 1. However, it is just convenient for computational purposes to assume recursivity, i.e., the U,V are defined as
In particular, = u, cv,, U,(v,, v2)1= u2 CU?(V,, v,), v,l, which implies that the function U,: [0, 11' + [0, 1 ] is an associative binary operation on the real numbers in [0, 11. We shall let S denote such a binary operation. We shall assume the following set of additional properties to be satisfied by S:
(2) For each J'E [0, 11, the mapping X-P S(X, J) is nondecreasing: the brighter a pixel, the brighter its combination with another pixel. 
The other extreme case is when S(X, x) = x for all I E [0, 11. In this case,
In fact, from properties (2) and (4) 
so that S(.u,~)=sup(s,~}. Even though this operation represents an extreme case, it appears to be the most natural one for our particular applications: the combination of two pixels with equal brightness t should result in a pixel with brightness t. As such, it will now be employed as the binary associative operation Uz introduced at the beginning of this section.
Construction of the Contractive Operator T, on the Class of Fuzzy Sets
We now investigate the properties of the resulting operator T: Y'(X) + R(X) in Eq. (9), when Uz(v,, v2)=supjv,, v,), i.e., when (Tu)(x)=sup{cp, (ti(w;' (x))), . . . . vAv(fi(y;'(.~)))} =: (T,u)(-~1.
It will then be shown that T, maps the class of fuzzy sets F*(X) into itself. (Remark. Note that qi is not necessarily normal, therefore some of its level sets can be empty.)
Proof
(1) Because of Lemma 2.2.1, it is sufficient to show that ii, is u.s.c., or equivalently that, for each 0 < c( < 1, the sets F, = {x E X: li 2 CI ). Remark. That il, is U.S.C. can also be derived from Proposition 3.7 in c141. What can be considered as the main theorem of this paper will now be stated. THEOREM 2.4.1. The operator T.q is a contraction mapping on (9*(X), d,), i.e., T, maps F*(X) into F*(X) and-for 0 <s < 1, &(Tsu, T,v)dsd, (u,v) vu, v E .9*(x).
(27)
Proof: Clearly T, maps P(X) into F(X). Moreover, if u is normal, the fact that qPk ( 1) as n -+ cc, Vv E 9*(X).
This provides the rigorous justification of the iteration procedure outlined in the Introduction. Another important consequence is the property
r-l (cf. Lemma 2.4.1), which can be considered as a generalized self-tiling property of cl-level sets of the fuzzy set attractor u*. Let us now show some properties of u*.
DEFINITION.
For u, v E 9*( X), u < v iff u(x) <V(X) VX E X.
It is easy to see that the operator rT: 9*(X) + S*(X) is monotone, namely u, v E F*(X), u <v implies T,u < T,v. We then obtain the following PROPOSITION 2.4.1. Let d E x(X) be the attractor of the base space IFS {X, w> and let u* EF*(X) denote the fuzzy set attractor of the IFZS (X, w, CD} with corresponding operator T,. Then, .for v E 9*(X) and BE 2(X),
(1) (a) T,v<v*u*<v.
(b) w(B)zB*dgB.
(2) (a) v < T,v = v < u*.
(b) B~w(B)aBcd.
Proof: All these properties are proved in the same way. For the sake of brevity, we prove only (1 ) We are now able to prove the following theorem which demonstrates the connection between the fuzzy set attractor of an IFZS and the attractor of the corresponding base space IFS: We should also point out that in the case vi(O) > 0 for onejE { 1, 2, . . . . N), the inequality (39) is not true.
Another noteworthy consequence of the contractivity of the T, operator is the following. 
bclhere the operator T, is defined by Eq. (22). Then
where u* = T,u* is the invariant fuzzy set of the IFZS.
The proof of this theorem proceeds in the same fashion as for the usual IFS [Z].
EXAMPLES
This section is devoted to some examples which illustrate the main features of the IFZS. In particular, the generality afforded by the grey level maps is shown. The flexibility afforded by the grey level maps 'pi should now be apparent to the reader. The dynamics of maps on the unit interval (satisfying the n.d.r.c. condition) may be exploited to affect the pointwise shading of the image/fuzzy set in a rather controlled manner.
3.3. Example 3 N = 4 and the transformations uli taken from [4] , define a base space IFS whose attractor d is a "leaf." We first consider identity grey level maps, i.e., vi(t) = t, i= 1, 2, 3, 4.
Since p,(l)= 1, i= 1, . . . . 4, u*=xA, i.e., u*(x)= 1 if xE.&, u*(x)=0 if x # d. The attractor u* is shown in Fig. 3. 
Example 4
The base space IFS is as in Example 3, but with the following grey level maps: q?,(r)=0.85t, cpz(t) = t, (~&)=0.8& (~~(f)=0.4(t'+f), te [O, 11.
The fuzzy set attractor u* is shown in Fig. 4 . 
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Before getting involved into further investigations on IFZS it is useful and instructive to see how far we could actually proceed in setting up a fuzzy set approach by a direct translation of the IFS approach into fuzzy set language. For this purpose we reformulate the IFS approach step by step as follows:
(1) With (X, d) a complete metric space, and P(X) the set of parts of X, use the contractive point-to-point maps uli that characterize the IFS to define set-to-set maps ii, : 9(X) -+ P(X) as G,(B) := {w;(x): SE B}, VBEb(X). 
(2) Restrict the domain of the maps Gi to what corresponds (by the induced fuzzy set topology (see Weiss [ 141) ) to X(X), namely, to the class 9*(X) of all normal ("nonempty") uppersemicontinuous ("closed") fuzzy sets.
(3) As a result, for each i, l;i is contractive on the metric space (9*(x), d, ).
(4) Then define the/operator 6: 5*(X) +9*(X) as
This operator is contractive on (9*(X), d, ), as is its IFS counterpart ti on (X(X), h), and its fuzzy set attractor is nothing but the characteristic function xA.
Notice that 6 of Eq. (47) coincides with our operator T, in Eq. (22) when all (pi are identity maps, i.e., q,(t) = t, i = 1, 2, . . . . N. The above comparison should indicate in which sense the IFZS approach is a generalization of IFS. As well, it should demonstrate why an additional flexibility. to represent images is achieved with fuzzy sets (9*(X)) as compared to sets (X(X)). The use of the functions (pi instead of the numerical factors pi provides the decisive advantage.
Moreover, Eq. (36) not only shows the self-tiling property of the operator T, but it also provides a further motivation for the choice of such an operator, i.e., the use of the supremum as the associative operator on fuzzy sets. Indeed, it states that if an operator T: S*(X) + F*(X) ought to enjoy the self-tiling property, then T= TX. 
Proof
We shall use the fact that for A, BE Y(X), h( A, B) < E iff A E B" and B&A", where A" = 1.x E X: d(x, A) CC}. Given an E > 0, since &n cd Vn, then z&',, s (A)" Vn. We now show that for n sufficiently large, az!d~.
Using the compactness of X we can find m E N and xr, . . . . ?c, E d such that This justifies the inequality (38) in the proof of Proposition 2.4.1. We need the following lemma, whose proof is immediate. 
